ZedAI telcon 20100510

From zedwiki

Note: this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=05&day=03&year=2010&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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Present

Markus (scribe), Boris, Josh, Christian, James, Matt

Regrets
IRC Channel

IRC Address: irc.a11y.org (irc://irc.a11y.org)

Channel: #zedai

Previous Telcon

ZedAI_telcon_20100503

Action Items

New

Brought Along

- spec @James: commit small stuff as multiple commits, and big stuff to list
- spec @Matt: work on remarks
- spec @Markus: work on terminology cleanup page. @Boris help out.
- continuation @Matt add to article, block, p, emph, span
- Matt create compound numbers/numerals bag, with 'result' and 'range' terms. Remove result from the bag it was previously in.
- Markus ask Per re @continuation):
  - all identified elements (IDREF) must appear after the carrying
  - all identified elements must have the same QName as the carrier
- Matt send starting email re biblio, index, glossary to list.
- Markus - ask ViewPlus about the SVG namespace -inject issue [ONGOING @markus]
- Markus: on meta+properties for braille/formatting annotations: summarize to list
- Markus: check with Joel re homonyms in BiD
- ChristianE, remind ChristianW to send suggestion about MathML vs num distinction. (See Issue 133 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=133) )

Agenda/Minutes

Action Item review/update

See #Brought_Along above.

Work items from now til 21st of May


**Schema Review**

Wiki page for notes/comments at ZedAI_ContentModel_Issues

Bigger issues that we don't fix before release will be escalated to tracker.

**Spec Review**

**Primer Review**

Wiki page for notes/comments at ZedAI_Primer_Notes

@James; put some time into editing. @Matt, @Markus read the spec and populate wiki page with comments until: Wednesday noon US time.

**Profile resource directories review**

@markus,

**Feature resource directories review**

@markus, @matt

**Additional shortsamples and longdescs to schemadoc**

@markus

**Sample Documents (linked from Wiki), at least one per profile and feature**

At least one per profile and feature:

- GenericDocument DONE (valentin hauy)
- Book DONE (Charles Darwin, Alice in Wonderland)
- Newsfeeds DONE (Ole - need review and updates @markus)
- Forms: DONE Josh Tax form
- Math: Boris
- SSML:
- Content Selection DONE (Sam's human rights)
- Source rendition:

@markus remove all old samples, and send invitation to list noting exactly what needs to be done.

**End user oriented wiki page suite at the zednext wiki**

The "portal" page is at ZedAI_UserDocumentation

- initially set up as a simple FAQ, including:
- zedai for dtbook connoisseurs (going through major differences)
- editor setup guide (see also ZedAI_XML_Editors)
- list of sample documents (linking to SVN, at least initially)
- Boris: asking-for-contributions page: online validation, documentation, Oxygen Author Mode, CSS

- @Christian do Emacs
- @Markus do Oxygen
- @Boris do XMLMind

Cleanup of outdated intro docs on zednext wiki

@markus

Revive a forum or list for bugreports/questions from the community re zedai

@markus

bibliography, glossary, index

See previous telcon notes and Matt email to list, quoted below:

```
Perhaps the best way to start this discussion go back to the lists work that Markus, Boris, and I did away at last fall. I’ve taken the relevant sections from that page and created a new one:

http://www.daisy.org/zw/ZedAI_Reference_Elements

I’m going to go through and try and clean up the issues that are no longer issues and the ones that doesn’t fit with the elements we discussed this morning. But...

How about we knock these down one at a time and throw the definition list/glossary elements out to be discussed first?

Going ahead with this plan, these questions spring to my mind from looking at the wiki:

Do we need a list version, as had been under discussion, or use <glossary> wherever a list would be?

Should there be an implicit association of terms and defns within <glossary>, where in all association must be explicit? (The only potential snag being terms that cross-reference, where you’d also have to add an $ref.)
```

Matt

ZedAI_Reference_Elements

glossary

Matt: two main issues:

- dedicated glossary and definition lists using <list>. Alternatives:
  - either have glossary as a section only element, and use list for definition lists
  - or create a block level version of glossary and allow that wherever blocks are allowed
- are terms and definitions automatically linked inside an entry? Automatic linking only done in entry of glossary element.
- where should dedicated elements be allowed?
Decision to make a block-level glossary, available generously. Note that people can still use <list> with terms and definitions in the items for non-glossary purposes, in this case automatic association will not happen.

Boris: term: is there a way to indicate in a glossary that there are several variants of a term. Multiple terms have the same definition.

Content model of glossary/entry: is phrase model + additional assertion: at least one term.

Implied value of @ref on <definition> when inside a <glossary> <entry>: Every definition inside an entry applies to each term inside that entry.

bibliography

Boris: suggest make a block-level bibliography at least to frontmatter.

Matt: at least contribute bibliography to frontmatter in its section variant.

Decision to contribute bibliography to frontmatter and bodymatter in its section variant and see if this is enough

Note that we need a reference to the custom-content property in the documentation prose.

index

Discussion on whether to use custom-content to signal.

No change for book profile - stays in backmatter only. Special solution for generic document profile.

Note that we need a reference to the custom-content property in the documentation prose.

For now, no requirement for links inside index entries

Prose that clarifies that <ref> can be used to make the index references resolving.

Next call

May 17
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